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CLOSING A FINANCE TRANSACTION
IN NIGERIA DURING THE LOCKDOWN:
KEY CONSIDERATIONS

Introduction

Like many other countries, Nigeria is 
experiencing a lockdown occasioned by  the 
outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic.  
Although not nationwide, this lockdown 
affects, among other places, the Federal 
Capital Territory (Abuja) and the country's 
commercial capital (Lagos).  In addition, most 
government offices are closed to outsiders 
regardless of the state in which they are 
located.  This has a significant impact on 
closing transactions, as few of the offices are 
able to take online applications or permit 
online searches.  As a result, the lockdown 
has resulted in certain difficulties in relation to 
the execution, delivery, and perfection of 

For borrowers, their priority is to close their 
transactions as soon as possible, to  satisfy 
conditions precedent to disbursement and to 
avoid breaches under the loan agreement 
that could trigger an event of default.  
Lenders, on the other hand, want to ensure 
that conditions are met; if the loan is secured, 
that all perfection requirements are satisfied 
and that they preserve all creditor protections 
afforded by the law and the transaction 
documents. 

transaction and security documents, as well 
as the satisfaction of conditions of loan 
utilisation. 
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CLOSING A FINANCING TRANSACTION: 
KEY STEPS

1

The execution of finance documents has been impacted by the lockdown.  In 
the main, only cross border transactions required execution in counterparts, but 
with the restriction of movement this has become the standard form of 
execution.  Following execution, the execution pages of the transaction 
documents are  shared amongst parties via email before being couriered to the 
collating party (usually one of the legal advisers) who arranges for the post-
signing filings and obligations (perfection) under the transaction documents.  
Due to the restriction of movement, closure of offices etc., the logistics of 
sending documents to the collating parties will now need to be addressed on a 
case by case basis. 

Generally, under Nigerian law, an agreement or document that is electronically 
signed by the parties is valid, binding and enforceable unless the law that 
regulates such document or transaction expressly requires a wet ink signature.  
While relevant Nigerian law  also includes a list of agreements and matters that 
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are exempt from this general principle, finance documents do not fall within the 
category of documents that cannot be signed electronically.  Having said this, 
however, the procedural requirements of several regulatory authorities  make 
the perfection of documents without wet ink signatures administratively 
difficult as they have traditionally insisted on the submission of originals of 
finance documents, with wet ink signatures.

In view of the lockdown, authorised signatories of transaction parties may be 
unable to find witnesses to attest to the execution of the transaction 
documents.  This raises the question of whether attestation of transaction 
documents is mandatory under Nigerian law.  Attestation of the execution of 
transaction documents such as loan agreements, security agreements and 
other finance documents is not a legal requirement except where one of the 
signatories to the relevant document is an Illiterate/Blind person .  Attestation is 
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generally used in order to prove due execution and to prevent fraud, 
particularly for documents executed by individuals.  Where it is not legally 
required, parties may wish to dispense with this requirement and, should there 
need to be proof of signing at a later date, seek to rely on email and other 
confirmations.

Execution and Signing Logistics:1.1

Attestation of Transaction Documents: 1.2

Affixation of Electronic Signatures on documents
involving Nigerian parties: 

1.3

2  Cybercrimes (Prohibition, Prevention, etc) Act 2015 and Evidence Act 2011

1  In this case, an illiterate/blind jurat is usually included in the transaction documents.
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It is common for a corporate borrower to be required to deliver certified 
copies of its constitutional documents.  For parties who previously insisted on 
original wet ink copies of resolutions, during lockdown, copies of these 
documents may be accepted. Also, as part of closing requirements, parties 
typically require the issuance of legal opinions by legal advisers.  A legal 
opinion can usually only be issued following corporate and insolvency 
searches; however, given that the Corporate Affairs Commission (“CAC”) 
(Nigeria’s companies registry) and the courts are currently closed due to the 
lockdown, these searches cannot be carried out until the lockdown is lifted.  
Lawyers may therefore have to rely on copies of corporate documents 
provided by a borrower itself. 

Satisfaction of conditions precedent:1.4

PERFECTION: TIMELINES, RISKS OF NON-
COMPLIANCE AND PROPOSED MITIGANTS

2

Section 22(4) of the Stamp Duties Act requires stamp duty to be paid, 
at the rates specified in the Stamp Duties Act, on instruments executed 
in Nigeria “or relating, wheresoever executed, to any property situate or 
to any matter or thing done or to be done in Nigeria”, failing which such 
instruments shall not be admissible in evidence in any civil proceedings 
in Nigeria.  Stamp duty must be paid within 30 (thirty) days after the 
date of execution, except where the documents are executed outside 
Nigeria in which case stamp duty will be payable within 30 (thirty) days 
after the date on which such documents are first received in Nigeria.  
Failure to stamp the finance documents within the timeframe 
prescribed by law does not affect the legality or validity of the 
underlying transaction but renders the documents inadmissible in 
evidence before Nigerian courts.  It could also result in a penalty being 
imposed on the transaction documents when they are eventually 
presented for stamping.

Stamping2.1

2.1.1

Although it is possible to make an online payment for stamp duty, even 
if such a payment were made, originals of the transaction documents, 
with wet ink signatures, can only be taken to the Stamp Duties Office of 
the Federal Inland Revenue Service for the impression of the stamps 
when the lockdown is lifted.  Parties may, therefore, prefer the stamp 
duty amount (and any corresponding penalty) to be held in an escrow 
account or paid directly to the lender pending when the lockdown 
restriction is lifted.

2.1.2
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Under the Companies and Allied Matters Act 2004 (the “CAMA”), 
certain security documents must be registered at the CAC within 90 
(ninety) days from the date of creation. 

Registration at the CAC2.2

2.2.1

Failure to register a registrable security document with the CAC will 
render it void against a liquidator or any creditor of that company.  In 
order to register a charge after the 90 (ninety)-day period, an 
application must be made to the court.  In the event that the lockdown 
leads to a failure to register a charge within 90 (ninety) days, an 
application can be made to the court for an extension of time to make 
the filing. 

2.2.2

Where the security package includes security over real property, the 
lender would expect to undertake due diligence on the title by way of 
searches at the lands registry in order to confirm ownership and any 
existing charges or encumbrances on the property.  This is currently not 
possible on account of the lockdown.  Likewise, it would be impossible 
to register any security created. 

Registration at the Lands Registry2.3

2.3.1

One way to  mitigate the risk arising from this lacuna, to some extent, 
would be to have the original title deeds delivered to the lender, so that 
at least an equitable mortgage is created and, also, to prevent the 
borrower or mortgagor from handing over the title deeds to another 
lender.  It is also common for a lender to request the delivery of all 
documentary requirements for perfection as well as a deposit of 
perfection fees to the lender's counsel.  

2.3.2

There is no requirement to register a charge over shares with the CAC 
where the shares are not part of the uncalled share capital of the 
company.  For financing transactions secured by shares of a public 
company, a share charge can be created over the shares and the 
formalities discussed in this note complied with. 

Security over Shares and Central Securities Clearance 
System Filings

2.4

2.4.1
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Additional steps are required to be taken to perfect charged shares that 
are in dematerialised form and deposited with Nigeria's Central 
Securities Clearing System (the CSCS), which requires the secured 
parties to submit, to the CSCS, a memorandum jointly signed by the 
chargor and chargee, requesting the CSCS to place a lien on a specified 
number of shares in the CSCS' depository.  The CSCS is currently 
accepting scanned copies of application documents whilst originals can 
be submitted after the lockdown.

2.4.2

Under Nigerian law, in order to create a valid assignment (including a security 
assignment), notice of assignment must be given to the relevant 
counterparties.  Failure to do this would mean that the assignment created 
under the relevant charging instrument is equitable, rather than legal.  These 
notices are traditionally delivered in hard copies and acknowledgments 
obtained as evidence of the delivery.  While there is no judicial 
pronouncement on the effect of the electronic delivery of notices of 
assignment, we see no reason why such notices of security and 
acknowledgments may not be obtained and/or delivered electronically (i.e. via 
email) during the lockdown, with the delivery of hard copies of the documents 
with wet ink signatures completed after the lockdown.  The key issue would 
be to ensure that the notice of security is delivered to the right email address 
within the relevant institution. 

Delivery of Notices 2.5

Conclusion3
Borrowers and lenders alike appreciate that the COVID-19 pandemic has had a 
significant impact on how business is conducted and how transactions are concluded.  
Signing meetings/ ceremonies at advisers' offices are no longer possible and, 
therefore, the need to conduct business, execute legal documentation and achieve 
successful financial closing remotely is crucial.  The ability of legal advisers to develop 
structures that will assist parties in achieving this during the lockdown is essential.

This update is for general information 
purposes only and does not constitute 
legal advice and does not purport to be 
fully comprehensive.  If you have any 
questions or require any assistance or 
clarification on how these measures 
could apply to you or your business, 
please contact Yinka.edu@uubo.org, 
adeola.sunmola@uubo.org or 
uubo@uubo.org.
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